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about
myself

My name is Nuria and traveling is my passion. For years I have
compiled every detail of my trips in a personal diary.
A little over a year ago I decided to share it and perhaps inspire
someone to follow my steps.

about the
blog

Nuriainwoderland is a travel and
experiences blog born at mid 2018.
You can expect to find gastronomic
reviews, hotel recommendations,
travel guides and tips from the 27
countries I have visited. With a
constance of 2 posts per month
published, that ended in more than
130 posts published

statistics
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647

me@nuriainwonderland.com

420

blog statistics
WWW

2.500
Monthly visits

7.700
Pages per month

137% Pages growth from last 30 days
37%

Users growth from last 30 days

find me
Nuriainwonderland
@nuriainwonderland1

@Nuriainwonderl1

@nuriainwonderland_

contact details
Who I am
Nuria Pañella Rodriguez

Email
me@nuriainwonderland.com

Website
nuriainwonderland.com

Nuria in Wonderland
COLLABORATIONS

Collabs

Here there's some examples of Nuriainwoderland's collaborations:
Blogtrip with Turismo de Gijón
Blogtrip with Catalunya Experience El Paissatge dels Genis
Collab with Melia for their hotels in Yogyakarta (Indonesia) and
Kuala Lumpur. For Melia Purosani Yogyakarta we made a post in
the blog and a Youtube video. For Melia KL only Youtube video
Different kind of tourism events like #meeextremadura or
#objetivomarte for Social Network promotion.
Collaboration with Musement with posts and social network
promotions in different activities in Barcelona and Paris.
Collab with the Tursim Agency Baix Llobregat for differents
events and Social Network promotion.
I belong to the blogger association Barcelona Travel Bloggers,
with publications in their blog.
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Nuria in Wonderland
COLLABORATIONS

Collabs

Tariffs and actions are depending of the kind of collaboration:
Content publications on social networks like Instagram or
Twitter
Sponsored publications
Blogtrips
New blog content with referrals
Youtube videos
Destinations chats
Content creation for your corporative blog

me@nuriainwonderland.com

Facebook Reach
Approximately 650-700 reach per each
Facebook publication

Instagram Reach
Approximately 750-400 likes per photo with
a reach of 7.800-3.000 per publication

Twitter Reach
My tweets can have impressions from 4k to
7k wtih interaction from 150 to 450

